Precious Cat Litters
May be purchased by the each

Precious Cat Classic
Precious Cat Classic is for cat owners who want a hard clumping, low tracking
litter. It features a larger, denser particle that stays in the litter box better than fine
grain litters. It clumps very hard and will not break apart in the litter box. Clumps
that break down leave small pieces in the litter box. The small pieces left behind are
odor.
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Precious Cat Ultra
Precious Cat Ultra a unique formulation that combines the heavy non tracking
granules of the Classic with medium grain clay. The result is an excellent clumping
litter that prevents moisture from reaching the bottom of the tray, while providing a
clump that will not break down. Ultra is perfect for multi-cat families and those cat
owners with sifting or mechanical litter boxes. Like Classic, it has superior odor
control.
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Cat Attract
Cat Attract™…the problem cat and kitten training litter. This new scoopable litter
provides a solution for cat owners whose cats do not use their litter box. Blended
with a natural herb attractant, Cat Attract’s herbal scent, ideal texture and particle
size combine to solve litter box problems. Non-use of the litter box is the number
one reason a cat is abused or finds itself in a shelter. Cat Attract™is the first cat
litter to specifically address problem cats.
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Kitten Attract Litter
This new scoopable litter is an addition to the Cat Attract™ litter line. Kitten Attract™
Training litter is made of premium scoopable litter with superior clumping ability and ground
to an ideal granule size and texture for a kitten’s tender paws. Kitten Attract™ Training litter
contains a kitten-specific natural herbal attractant that piques a kitten’s curiosity to use the
litter box. The combination of herbs, texture and particle size provides a unique and
effective solution for owners of kittens. Recommended for use up to one year.
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